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Woodford Neighbourhood Forum
Plan Working Group

Notes of Meeting No 19. 4th March 2016
Attendees: Evelyn Frearson, Jane Sandover, David Buszard, Doreen Roberts, Roger Burton.
Apologies: John Knight, Paul Goodman, Judith Craig, Terry Barnes, Alan Bramwell (corresponding)
Action
th
1.
The notes of meeting 18 on 19 February were accepted as a true record.
RB/EF
2.

Matters Arising
2.2.4.4.2 JK note regarding contact with Stockport Homes had been circulated. It
was agreed that these would be discussed at Committee on 7th March. [Post
meeting note. The Committee agreed that SH would be invited to a meeting and
that this would be open to all the Committee].

3

JK

Progress
3.1. RB reported that he had received a note from Sam Rosillo at Aecom to say that
the Landscape Study had yet to be signed off due to resistance from DCLG but he
thought that it was almost at the point to be signed off. RB to report developments.
3.2. Grant monies had been transferred to the AVRO Museum so the Wildlife study
can proceed.
3.3. Policy development was in progress. We now had draft policies for the
Employment and Environment objectives. RB had also drafted a number of
Sustainability policies subsequent to comments by the Angie Jukes of SMBC. This
would form part of different policy areas. Preparation of Movement and Integration
policies, by PG and RB respectively had paused to take account of any discussions at
the PBA presentation on the Movement Study and the meeting with Redrow, both
had taken place on 1st March. JS reported on progress on the Community Policy.
Development has been the subject of discussions at a number of previous meetings
and policies are being prepared by JK who was not present.
3.4. The presentation by PBA regarding the movement study was discussed. It was
noted that the ‘Healthy Towns and Villages’ initiative had been launched and a key
element of this was encouraging the creation of better environments for walking or
cycling. Kevin Brookes (SMBC) had noted that while work would be undertaken as a
result of the Section 106 agreement with Redrow – e.g. traffic calming on Moor Lane
- funding may be available for some further works from the Compensatory
Mitigation Scheme arising from the A6 MARR scheme. RB felt that we should
consider any measures for Woodford immediately and not wait for the development
of Policies and ultimate Making of our Plan. He suggested improvements to the
islands on Woodford Road to improve traffic calming and giving safer crossing,
repairs and improvements to the Woodford Rd/Chester Road roundabout and its
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islands for safer pedestrian movement, gateways to the village and the possible
creation of a roundabout at the junction of Church Lane and Chester Road. We
should consider and prepare a list of such proposals for discussion with Stockport.
3.5 Our policy for Integration had been welcomed by the Area Committee when we
made our presentation. RB felt that Integration had three key themes as a basis for
policy – communication, linkages and the interface (new to existing). We needed to
ensure that new residents were provided with information about activities in the
village. This could be funded by local business although DB noted that funding had
been offered by SMBC for such a scheme. [Post meeting note. HB has prepared such
a document for new arrivals in Woodford and this will be developed and circulated.]
Creating and making linkages into and through between new and existing would be
advocated with new facilities, e.g. the school or play spaces, and existing, e.g. the
community centre, as destination nodes shared by the community. An enhanced
core area of the village at the interface with the new development was an
opportunity if the commercial and care home elements of the Redrow planning
approval could be carefully masterplanned. This was likely to embrace the Bodycote
site, owned by Harrow but part of the Plan area. RB illustrated the extent of the
non-housing content of the scheme on a plan of the central area. It was proposed
that we should seek a meeting with Harrow to discuss their intentions for this
important area.
4

Any other business
5.1. It was noted that recent announcements regarding major investment in te
expansion and remodelling of the airport and the ongoing development of Airport
City and associated developments (to include a new Amazon distribution centre,
was likely to create in excess of 15,000 long term jobs which would be within 5
minutes drive of Woodford via A6 MARR.

6.
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Next steps
4.1 Proceed with the preparation of policies. All would be collated and reviewed by
the Plan group for content and consistency of style before wider circulation for
comment.
4.2 The next steps for communication and consultation with the community was
discussed. This is being actioned by the Communication Group but it was noted that
any spending from the grant had to be set up and actioned before the end of March.

5.

All

Next meeting
The next meeting of the Plan Working Group will be Friday 18th March at 4.00pm
(and fortnightly thereafter).
Venue: The Deanwater
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